Spring School 2017 – Social Cognition, Emotion and Joint Action
March 6-10; Ruhr-University Bochum

Monday 6th March – **Predictive Coding and Joint Action**

9.00-9.15 Introduction

9.15-10.45 Jakob Hohwy (Monash University, Melbourne)  
“How to entrain your evil demon: self-evidencing skepticism, and coupling for the predictive mind”

10.45-11.15 Coffee

11.15-12.45 Deborah Tollefsen (University of Memphis)  

12.45-14.15 Lunch

14.15-15.45 Elisabeth Pacherie (Institut Jean Nicod, Paris)  
“The sense of agency in joint action”

15.45-16.15 Coffee

16.15-17.45 Oral Poster Presentations: 5 min. per person (Group 1)

18.00-19.30 Buffet and Discussions at posters

Tuesday 7th March – **Theory of Mind**

9.15-10.45 Josef Perner (Universität Salzburg)  
“Mental files theory of mind”

10.45-11.15 Coffee

11.15-12.45 Victoria Southgate (University of Copenhagen)  
“The puzzle of early theory of mind: A new view”

12.45-14.15 Lunch

14.15-15.45 Albert Newen (Ruhr-University Bochum)  
“Theory of Mind in Humans and Animals”

15.45-16.15 Coffee

16.15-17.45 Oral Poster Presentations: 5 min. per person (Group 2)
Wednesday 8\textsuperscript{th} March – \textit{Situated Cognition}

9.15-10.45 Richard Menary (Macquarie University, Sydney)
“Did social cognition culturally evolve?”

10.45-11.15 Coffee

11.15-12.45 Tobias Schlicht (Ruhr-University Bochum)
“The role(s) of interaction in social cognition”

12.45-14.15 Lunch

Excursion

Thursday 9\textsuperscript{th} March - \textit{Pathologies}

9.15-10.45 Kai Vogeley (Universitätsklinik für Psychiatrie, Köln)
“Deficits in intuitive nonverbal communication in autism spectrum disorder”

10.45-11.15 Coffee

11.15-12.45 Thomas Fuchs (Universitätsklin. für Psych., Heidelberg)
“Pathologies of intersubjectivity in autism and schizophrenia”

12.45-14.00 Lunch

14.10-14.50 Sabrina Coninx (Spotlight Talk 1)
“The Dynamic Pattern Theory of Pain - Neuroscientific Insights and Their Theoretical Implications”

14.50-15.30 Sulin Lavelle (Spotlight Talk 2)
“Reframing the developmental gap: a new look at the mindreading debates”

15.30-16.00 Coffee

16.00-17.45 Special: Discussion Groups
“Research projects of PhDs and postdocs can be discussed with keynote speakers in groups”

Friday 10\textsuperscript{th} March – \textit{Pain and Emotions}

9.15-10.45 István Aranyosi (Bilkent University, Ankara)
“Suffering together: the social modulation of pain”

10.45-11.15 Coffee

11.15-12.45 Giovanna Colombetti (University of Exeter)
“Affective material engagements”

12.45-14.15 Lunch

14.15-15.45 Shaun Gallagher (University of Memphis)
“Empathy: pain, toil and tribulation”

16.00 End